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Wideband Epsilon-Near-Zero Supercoupling Control
through Substrate-Integrated Impedance Surface

Yijing He, Yue Li,* Ziheng Zhou, Hao Li, Yuefeng Hou, Shaolin Liao, and Pai-Yen Chen

The supercoupling phenomenon of electromagnetic wave through arbitrary
shaped epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) material channels has attracted considerable
attention recently, leading to numerous intriguing applications. It has been
demonstrated that around the cutoff frequency of fundamental TE10 mode,
waveguide behaves as the 2D homogenous ENZ material. However, for a
given waveguide geometry, the ENZ operating bandwidth is inherently narrow
and the center frequency is fixed. Here, a reconfigurable ENZ medium is
proposed and experimentally demonstrated with a wideband-tunable
supercoupling effect by means of inserting a metasurface inside the
waveguide, named as substrate-integrated impedance surface (SIIS). With
different insertion depth (which can be mechanically tuned) of SIIS, the ENZ
supercoupling frequency can be precisely controlled. The proposed technique
not only achieves wideband tuning of the ENZ supercoupling, especially to
control the enhanced group delay of the electromagnetic waves, thereby
offering a promising way toward for tunable slow-light devices, such as light
storage and processing components.

Recently, metamaterials with specifically tailored permittivity ε

or permeability μ have attracted considerable attention due to
their anomalous features and properties in controlling the prop-
agation of electromagnetic wave. These artificial electromagnetic
materials have been widely applied to microwave absorbers, an-
tennas, sensors, and so on.[1–3] Epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) material
has becomes a widely studied topic from optics tomicrowaves.[4,5]

When electromagnetic wave propagates along the ENZ material,
its effective wavelength and effective phase velocity are infinite.
Owing to this intriguing property, ENZ material has enabled
many exotic applications in radiation pattern tailoring,[6–8]

cloaking devices,[9,10] subwavelength imaging,[11,12] Purcell
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enhancement,[13,14] enhanced nonlinear-
ities,[15–17] optical nanocircuits,[18–20] and
macroscopic photonic doping,[21] to name a
few.
As one of the anomalous applications

of ENZ materials, electromagnetic wave
supercoupling has received extensive
attention.[22–26] In 2006, Silveirinha and
Engheta discovered the “supercoupling” of
guided electromagnetic waves through an
ultranarrow arbitrary-shaped channel filled
with ENZ material.[22] Despite of the large
geometric (impedance) mismatch between
the external waveguides and the narrow
channel, full transmission can be achieved
at the supercoupling frequency, at which
the effective permittivity of the narrow
channel is close to zero. This phenomenon
has been theoretically studied and ex-
perimentally verified using a microwave
waveguide operating near the cutoff
frequency of the TE10 mode (fundamental

mode).[25] Due to the inherent fixed cutoff frequency and narrow
ENZ operating bandwidth of a metallic waveguide, the supercou-
pling effect works only for a fixed and narrow frequency range.
So far, several methods have been proposed to achieve the tun-
ability of the ENZ supercoupling frequency. For example, non-
linear control of the ENZ supercoupling was achieved using a
varactor diode placed in the middle of the narrow waveguide
channel.[27] The reduction of transmission amplitude and qual-
ity factor Q happened due to the parasitic effect of loaded var-
actors. In another method, two longitudinal slots with variable
length achieved by pin diodes were etched on the broadside of
the narrow channel, in order to achieve the tuning of ENZ super-
coupling frequency.[28] However, these loaded slots could result
in considerable radiation leakages and thus increase the propa-
gation loss.
In this work, we introduce a metasurface loading technique

to achieve the wideband control of the waveguide-based ENZ su-
percoupling, as illustrated in Figure 1. The middle ultra-narrow
waveguide channel connecting the two external feeding waveg-
uides is loaded with a properly designed metasurface, which is
constituted by periodically positioned blind vias array, and named
as substrate-integrated impedance surface (SIIS). In this case,
the SIIS provides a homogenous and capacitive impedance of
Zs=i/ωCs, where Cs is surface capacitance and ω is the radian
frequency. The SIIS 1 and SIIS 2 in Figure 1 are with different
insertion depths in the narrow channel. By varying the insertion
depth of SIIS, wideband control of ENZ supercoupling with high
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Figure 1. The general idea to achieve wideband epsilon-near-zero super-
coupling control using the SIIS structure: The picture gives the compari-
son of the ENZ supercoupling phenomenon at two different frequencies
utilizing the proposed SIIS. The two waveguide systems have identical set
up apart from the middle narrow channel, which are loaded with the SIIS
in different insertion depths. By changing the insertion depth of the SIIS,
wideband epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) supercoupling control can be realized.

transmittance can be achieved, thanks to the capacitive and non-
resonant nature of the SIIS. The wideband tuning of the ENZ
supercoupling and the associated slow-light effect could enable
many new applications in sensing, communication, and infor-
mation storage and processing.
It is known that a rectangular metallic waveguide operating

in fundamental TE10 mode has the propagation constant β =√
(2πnf/c)2 − (π/w)2, where w is the width of waveguide, n is the

relative refractive index of the dielectric filled in the waveguide, c
is the light velocity in vacuum, and f is the operating frequency.
The effective permittivity and permeability for the waveguide in
TE10 mode can be written as,[25]

εeff /ε0 = εr − c2
/
4f 2w2 (1)

μeff = μ0 (2)

where ε0 and μ0 are the free-space permittivity and permeability,
εr is the relative permittivity of the dielectric filling the waveg-
uide, c is the velocity of light in vacuum, w is the width of the
waveguide. Here, time convention e−iωt is assumed throughout
this paper. It can be determined that at cutoff frequency f =
c/(2w

√
μεr), effective permittivity εeff = 0, that is, the waveguide

can emulate ENZ material near the cutoff frequency.
When an ideal lossless ENZ material is inserted within the

channel to form the waveguide-ENZ-waveguide sandwich struc-
ture, the reflection coefficient at the input transition can be writ-
ten as,[23]

R = ik0μ0A
2h− ik0μ0A

(3)

where k0 = 2π f/c is the wave number in free-space and A is the
total longitudinal cross-section area of the channel filled with the
ENZ material. From Equation (3), it can be observed that only
when A is small, the reflection coefficient R can become near
zero.[23]

Figure 2. The proposed structure to achieve wideband control of ENZ su-
percoupling: a) The perspective view, top view, and cross-section view of
the experimental setup. The external input and output waveguides are con-
nected using a narrow waveguide channel with different H-plane width.
Moreover, all the geometric parameters are listed here,W = 100 mm, d =
48 mm,W1 = 75 mm,W2 = 67 mm, hch = 2 mm, D = 2r = 2.0 mm, s =
3.8mm, l= 31mm, p= 3mm, hwg = 50mm, L= 50mm, L1 = 120mm. b)
The fabricated prototype to perform the experiment: The input and output
waveguides are fed using two standard 50-� coaxial probes.

Figure 2a illustrates one of many possible SIIS structures con-
stituted by an array of subwavelength periodically-arranged blind
vias. The gap between the SIIS and the bottomplate of the narrow
channel is denoted as g, the period of SIIS represented as p, and
the radius of blind vias is indicated as a. The surface impedance
and the capacitance of the SIIS can be derived (detailed in Sup-
porting Information) and expressed as[29]

Zs = − 1
iωCs

, Cs =
ε

dxdy
3[ln(2h/a)−1]

4πh3 − c

(dxdy)3/2
(4)

where the dx = p, dy = 2h+ g , a is the radius of the metallic
wires, c is an empirical fitting parameter, ε is the permittivity of
the dielectric. FromEquation (4), it can be observed that by chang-
ing the insertion depth of the SIIS, the surface capacitanceCs can
bemanipulated. The smaller gap size g or period p of the SIIS can
lead to the larger values of the surface capacitanceCs . In addition,
when a SIIS is inserted in the middle plane of the waveguide, the
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waveguide dispersion characteristics can be tailored according to
the following dispersion relationship[29]

−iωμ0

2
√
k2 − β2

tan
[√

k2 − β2
w

2

]
− 1

iωCs
= 0 (5)

When the SIIS-loaded narrow waveguide works around cut-
off frequency ωc , that is, the propagation constant of the narrow
waveguide β(ωc ) ≈ 0, we can get the following relationship be-
tween the cutoff frequency and the desired surface capacitance
from Equation (5),

Cs ≈ 2

ωc

√
μ0
ε
tan(ωc

√
εμ0

w

2 )
(6)

It can be seen that the lower cutoff frequency ωc of the waveg-
uide requires the larger values of the surface capacitance Cs . Be-
cause the surface capacitanceCs of the SIIS has a strong function
with the gap size g and the period p, the cutoff frequency ωc of
the SIIS-loaded narrowwaveguide channel can be tailored by just
controlling the gap size g or the period p of the SIIS. When the
period p is fixed, just by selecting the proper values of gap size g
of the embedded impedance surface, the desired surface capaci-
tance Cs for a specifically reduced cutoff frequency ωc of the nar-
row waveguide channel can be obtained. When the SIIS-loaded
narrow waveguide channel operates at the cutoff frequency ωc , it
effectively behaves as an ENZ material. As a result, the ENZ su-
percoupling occurs at the cutoff frequency of the narrow waveg-
uide channel. Wideband ENZ supercoupling frequency control
can be achieved between the two cutoff frequencies of the exter-
nal waveguide and the narrow waveguide channel.
Here, we demonstrate the wideband control of the ENZ-based

supercoupling sandwich structure numerically and experimen-
tally. The structure consists of three regions, including the two
input and output waveguides, and the narrow waveguide chan-
nel [Figure 2a]. The external waveguides are filled with Teflon
(εr = 2.1). The width and height of the external waveguides are
W= 100mm and h= 50mm, respectively, resulting in the cutoff
frequency f0 = 1.03GHz. Themiddle region connecting the exter-
nal input and output waveguides is a narrow waveguide channel
filled with dielectric substrate F4B, whose permittivity εr = 2.2
and loss tangent tanδ = 0.002. It is noted here that the middle
narrow channel is fabricated using the standard printed circuit
board (PCB) technology. The width and thickness of the mid-
dle dielectric substrate are W1 = 75 mm and hch = 2 mm, re-
spectively. The two arrays of via holes are drilled in the dielectric
substrate with a distance of W2 = 67 mm to form the sidewalls
of substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) narrow channel.[30] The
cutoff frequency of the pure SIW (i.e., without loading the SIIS)
is around f1 = 1.55 GHz. The diameter and pitch of the sidewall
vias are D1 = 3.0 mm and s = 3.8 mm, respectively. The SIIS is
formed by arranging an array of metal blind vias along the mid-
dle longitudinal plane of the SIW with subwavelength spacing,
by means of the identical mechanical drilling process.
Both the input and output waveguides are excited using the

standard 50-� coaxial feeding probe. The distance between the
feeding probe and the shorted waveguide wall is set to be d and
the length of the feeding probe is l. It is noted that both param-

eters d and l have great influence on the impedance matching
for the coaxial-to-waveguide transitions. In addition, the sharp
abrupt in E-plane, that is, the E-plane discontinuity, can be mod-
eled as a shunt capacitance. Meanwhile the H-plane width differ-
ence between the external feeding waveguides and narrow chan-
nel, that is, the H-plane discontinuity, can be modeled as a shunt
inductor.[31] Here, it is worth mentioning that the E-plane and H-
plane steps have a negligible effect on the supercoupling prop-
erties because the associated propagation at the supercoupling
frequency is static-wise in nature.[23] In addition, at low frequen-
cies, ignoring higher-order Floquetmodes, the proposed SIIS can
be modeled as a capacitive impedance sheet (or a surface capaci-
tance Cs ). To validate the proposed method, we have fabricated a
prototype of the proposed structure, which is shown in Figure 2b.
The simulated and measured results are depicted in Figure 3.

The numerical results presented here are obtained using the
frequency-domain finite-element method.[32] The scattering pa-
rameters were measured using an Agilent ENA-5071B Network
Analyzer. Here, the period of the SIIS is fixed to p= 3mm, the ra-
dius of these blind vias is fixed to r = 1 mm. Figure 3a shows the
simulated transmission amplitudes between two feeding ports
under different g. The two dashed lines denote the transmission
amplitude of the single external feeding waveguide and single
narrow waveguide channel respectively. The dotted lines repre-
sent the simulated transmission amplitude between the two feed-
ing ports. The first transmission peak represents the ENZ super-
coupling. The transmission peak occurs at higher frequency and
is due to the classic Fabry–Pérot (FP) resonance, which strongly
depends on the length of the waveguide channel. More specif-
ically, FP resonance satisfies the relationship tan(βchl ) = 0, βch

is the propagation constant inside the narrow waveguide chan-
nel at resonant frequency, and l is the length of the channel. The
most remarkable difference between the ENZ supercoupling and
FP resonance lies in the phase and amplitude distribution along
the narrow waveguide channel. For ENZ supercoupling, there
is almost no phase variation inside the narrow waveguide chan-
nel, and the amplitude of the electric field is also near uniform.
While at FP resonance, there exists a strong standing wave distri-
bution along the waveguide channel. Hence, FP resonance pro-
vides a 180° phase shift and non-uniform magnitude distribu-
tion between the entrance and the exit of the narrow waveguide
channel.[23]

It is clearly seen that wideband control of ENZ supercoupling
frequency can be achieved within the two cutoff frequencies.
Even more remarkably, high and stable transmission amplitude
can bemaintained across the wide tuning range. Figure 3b shows
the comparison between the simulated and measured transmis-
sion coefficients with different g. The dotted lines represent the
simulated results, and the solid lines are the measured ones,
which agree well with each other. It can be seen that when
g = 2 mm (i.e., a regular SIW without loading SIIS), the mea-
sured supercoupling frequency occurs around 1.55 GHz, which
is identical with the theoretical cutoff frequency of the narrow
channel. When g is reduced to 0.5 mm, the measured super-
coupling frequency moves down to 1.44 GHz. When g is fur-
ther reduced to 0.2 mm, the supercoupling frequency becomes
1.31 GHz. The measured results are consistent with the simu-
lated results, except for slight discrepancy in magnitude of trans-
mission coefficient. This is mainly due to impedance mismatch
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Figure 3. The simulated and measured transmission amplitude and group delay of the SIIS-loaded ENZ waveguide with different g. a) The simulated
transmission amplitude of the SIIS-loaded ENZ waveguide with different g (the two high-pass dashed lines represent the transmission coefficients of
the external waveguides and the narrow channel respectively). b) The simulated and measured transmission amplitude when the SIIS-loaded narrow
waveguide channel are with different g (the dotted lines represent the simulated results and solid lines represent the measured ones). c) The simulated
group delays of electromagnetic wave tunneling through the SIIS-loaded ENZ waveguide with different g. d) The simulated and measured group delays
of electromagnetic wave tunneling through the SIIS-loaded narrow waveguide channel with different g (the dotted lines represent the simulated results
and solid lines represent the measured ones).

between coaxial probes and external waveguides, and fabrication
errors.
In addition, it is known that group velocity and group delay

are the two important parameters in communication systems.
The two parameters reflect the propagation velocity of a packet of
electromagnetic waves with finite bandwidth in media. Here, we
also discuss the group delay of the electromagnetic wave through
the ENZ channel. The group velocity and group delay are given
by

vg = dω

dβ
, ng = − dβ

dω
(7)

As the wavelength and phase velocity exhibit infinite prop-
erty in ENZ material, electromagnetic wave demonstrates corre-
spondingly a very low group velocity, thus a large group delay in
ENZ material. We have simulated and measured the group de-
lay of the system using the transmission phase variation across
the narrowwaveguide channel. Figure 3c studies the relationship
between the simulated group delay with the SIIS under differ-
ent g. It is evident that the group delay increases with the re-
duction of g. Figure 3d shows the comparison between the sim-

ulated and measured group delays with different g. The dotted
lines represent the simulated group delay, and the solid lines
denote the measured ones. It can be clearly seen that the fre-
quency where the maximum group delay happens corresponds
to peak frequency of ENZ supercoupling. The simulated and
measured peak frequency agree well with each other. The slight
differences in amplitudes for g = 0.2 mm are mainly due to
the fabrication and assembly errors of system. From the results
of Figure 3c,d, the proposed SIIS can enhance the group delay
of waveguide. This intriguing property can be used to reduce
the speed of light propagation. Slowing down light can increase
its interaction time with loaded materials, devices, or circuits,
thus enhancing, for instance, the effective nonlinearity for many
switching, wave-mixing, and frequency-conversion applications.
In the realm of quantum computing, this phenomenon can offer
a promising avenue toward slowing light for information storage
and processing.[33]

Figure 4a presents the simulated transmission coefficients
with the different lengths L of the narrow waveguide channel;
here, the geometric parameters of SIIS are fixed to: g = 0.5 mm,
p = 3 mm, and r = 1 mm. From Figure 4a, it is seen that when
the SIIS-loaded narrow waveguide channel is with different
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Figure 4. Parameter studies of the SIIS-loaded narrow waveguide chan-
nel. a) The simulated transmission amplitude of the SIIS-loaded narrow
waveguide channel with different lengths L. b) The simulated transmis-
sion amplitude of the SIIS-loaded narrow waveguide channel with differ-
ent period p. c) The simulated transmission amplitude of the SIIS-loaded
narrow waveguide channel with different radius r.

length L, the supercoupling frequency remains unchanged and
independent of the channel length L. Moreover, FP resonance
occurs at the higher frequencies, for which the frequency
changes inversely with the length L of the channel. Figure 4b
shows the simulated transmission coefficient for the SIIS-loaded
narrow channel with different p. It can be observed that when p
decreases, both the ENZ supercoupling frequency and FP reso-
nance frequency are simultaneously shifted to lower frequency.
The simulated transmission coefficients for the SIIS-loaded

narrow waveguide channel with different via radius r are shown
in Figure 4c. From the figure, when r increases, supercoupling
frequency is reduced. From Equation (4), larger radius r of the
blind vias can lead to larger surface capacitance Csof the SIIS,
thus resulting in the reduction of the supercoupling frequency.
In addition, nearly full transmission amplitude can be main-
tained across thewhole tuning range. In addition, the effect of the
dielectric loss inside the narrow waveguide channel on the ENZ
supercoupling has been discussed in Supporting Information.
In this work, we have theoretically and experimentally demon-

strated a SIIS-loading technique, which enables a new mech-
anism to achieve wideband control of the ENZ supercoupling
frequency. By mechanically varying insertion depth of the SIIS
in waveguide, ENZ supercoupling with nearly full transmis-
sion across the whole tuning range can be achieved, due to the
non-resonant nature of the reactive SIIS. The proposed recon-
figurable ENZ structure could open up many exciting applica-
tions, such as enhanced optical nonlinearities for wavemixing,[34]

high-gain antennas,[35] and even quantum information storage
and processing,[36] due to the enhanced group delay of the ENZ
structure.

Experimental Section
Numerical Simulation: The numerical results presented in this work

were obtained using the commercial software CST Microwave Studio,
which is a general purpose time-domain Maxwellian solver based on the
finite integration technique (FIT). In the simulations, PEC, metals, and di-
electrics are described by realistic material models (including dispersion,
conductivity, and loss tangent). The lumped port was chosen as the exci-
tation source for the 50-� coaxial feed.

Fabrication of Experimental Device: The two external waveguides are
made by covering the copper sheet on the surfaces of the two identical
Teflon cuboids with permittivity of 2.1, both of which have a volume of
100 × 120 × 50 mm3. The middle region is a narrow substrate-integrated
waveguide (SIW) channel loaded with the impedance surface. The SIW
and impedance surface were fabricated using the standard PCB process.
The dielectric substrate is the F4B with permittivity of 2.2 and thickness of
2 mm. The conducting via holes are drilled in the dielectric substrate with
a distance of 67 mm to form the two sidewalls of SIW. The SIIS was fab-
ricated using the same mechanical drilling process. Because these three
parts are fabricated independently, they have to be assembled together fi-
nally. In addition, it is noted that the width of external waveguide and the
middle channel are not same. The copper foil is utilized to achieve good
electric connection between the SIW channel and the two external waveg-
uides. The copper foils are bent and wrapped well on the connection be-
tween the two E and H-plane steps to ensure good transmission between
the external waveguide and the middle channel.

Measurement Setup for Reflection Coefficients andGroupDelay: The trans-
mission coefficient and the group delay were measured using a vector net-
work analyzer (Aglient N5071B), over the frequency range 300KHz–8GHz.
The device under test (DUT) was connected with the vector network ana-
lyzer using two coaxial cables (ST18-SMSM-1M). The vector network ana-
lyzer was calibrated using Electronic Calibration Module 85093C.
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